It is proved that if the logarithmic means of a sequence \s ) satisfy a certain order condition then the sequence \s | will be summable by every circle method (Kreisverfahren) stronger than convergence; the condition is shown to be a best possible one, for even summability by the collective circle method. A second set of conditions leading to the conclusion of summability by every circle method is also proved.
For any sequence |x i, the symbols x = 0Ana), x = 0(na) and x = o(n ) will denote, as usual, that lim inf ri~ x > -oo, lim sup|rc-ax | < 00
and lim n~ x =0, respectively; the C.-transform of \x \ will be denoted by {x*|, so that x^ = (xQ + • • • + *")/(« + l) for n > 0. Finally, throughout this note, the sequences labelled \s \, {t ! and \t \ ate assumed to be related by equations (1) and (2). 2. Theorems. Then {s I is summable by every member of the family T.
In particular, the condition ra t log n = o(l) implies that [s \ is sum-mable by every member of the family Y.
(b) In the above, the symbol oin~ ) cannot be replaced by Oin~ ).
Indeed, there exists a C,-summable bounded sequence \s \ such that it is i 1 n not summable by any member of Y and tn log zz= Oin~l/i).
The last assertion shows that Theorem 1(a) is the best possible in a strong sense. Proof. Set <f>k = rk -iik~'A (k > l). Then (8) gives us 1 1 and hence c6 = o(l); also, the Lemma shows that (10) the sequence \k <£ \ is E -summable to 0. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
